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Abstract7

Bayesian logistic regression is used to model the probability of DNA recovery8

following direct and secondary transfer and persistence over a 24 hour period9

between deposition and sample collection. Sub-source level likelihood ratios10

provided the raw data for activity-level analysis. Probabilities of secondary11

transfer are typically low, and there are challenges with small data-sets with12

low numbers of positive observations. However, the persistence of DNA over13

time can be modelled by a single logistic regression for both direct and sec-14

ondary transfer, except that the time since deposition must be compensated15

by an offset value for the latter. This simplifies the analysis. Probabilities16

are used to inform an activity-level Bayesian Network that takes account17

of alternative propositions e.g. time of assault and time of social activities.18

The model is extended in order to take account of multiple contacts be-19

tween person of interest and ’victim’. Variables taken into account include20

probabilities of direct and secondary transfer, along with background DNA21

from unknown individuals. The logistic regression analysis is Bayesian - for22

each analysis, 4000 separate simulations were carried out. Quantile assign-23

ments enable calculation of a plausible range of probabilities and sensitivity24

analysis is used to describe the corresponding variation of LRs that occur25

when modelled by the Bayesian network. It is noted that there is need for26

consistent experimental design, and analysis, to facilitate inter-laboratory27

comparisons. Appropriate recommendations are made. The open-source28

program written in R-code ALTRaP (Activity Level, Transfer, Recovery and29

Persistence) enables analysis of complex multiple transfer propositions that30

are commonplace in cases-work e.g. between those who cohabit. A number31

of case examples are provided. ALTRaP can be used to replicate the results32
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and can easily be modified to incorporate different sets of data and variables.33

Keywords:34

Direct transfer, Secondary Transfer, Mixtures, Likelihood Ratio (LR),35
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1. Introduction37

This paper addresses evaluation of evidence at activity level propositions.38

Experimentation is required in order to inform models with data based upon39

the transfer, persistence and recovery of DNA. These experiments are in-40

tended to simulate events identified by the case circumstances [1], and then41

the data can be used to derive probabilities that can be used to inform42

Bayesian Networks (BN).43

The specific example of direct skin to skin contact that may occur in an44

assault is explored here. A previous study by Bowman et al. [2] is compared.45

The victim may allege that he/she has been held/struck by an assailant46

and a specific area of skin to skin contact occurred. If the victim and assailant47

are known to each-other, for example, they may co-habit, then the issue of48

DNA recovery being affected by social or intimate contacts has to be included49

in the analysis. DNA will be simultaneously accumulated and lost from50

surfaces with repeated contact. This process is dynamic and it is important51

to model the effect.52

After the crime-event, the victim reports the crime to the police and53

samples collected by investigators - swabs will be taken from the affected54

areas of skin. There will be a time-delay between the crime-event and the55

collection of skin-swab material. During this time delay, non-self DNA will be56

lost from the affected area i.e. the longer the time-gap between the crime and57

the collection of evidence, the less likely it is that DNA will be recovered. The58

persistence of DNA will be greatly affected if the victim washes the affected59

area; such activities form an important part of the case circumstances. It60

can be generalised that after a time period of 24 hours [2] it is much less61

likely that a DNA profile with high value of sub-source evidence will be62

recovered from a direct transfer event, but the possibility is not excluded.63

The aim of this paper is to provide a framework that can model multiple64

direct and secondary transfer events according to case circumstances based65

propositions. To achieve this, an existing Bayesian Network (BN) [1, 3]66

has been adapted. The probabilities to inform the network were derived67
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from experimentation, where DNA recovery, following direct and secondary68

transfer events were recorded, and the data analysed using logistic regression.69

The analysis produced continuous probability distributions that were time70

dependent, thereby taking account of persistence. These logistic regressions71

measure the decay of DNA recovery over a time period.72

A difficulty that is encountered with this kind of study is the limitation of73

sample sizes and resources required to carry out experiments. Small sample74

sizes, where DNA recovery of a POI (person of interest) is rarely observed75

several hours after deposition, are typical with secondary transfer experi-76

ments. Fitting probability distributions to data with zero positive observa-77

tions is problematic. This constraint is not as serious with direct transfer78

experiments, because sufficient positive observations are achieved provided79

the time of deposition is less than ≈ 18hrs (section 6). This facilitates fit-80

ting of continuous probability distributions to data, with logistic regression.81

In order to alleviate the problem of small sample sizes and lack of positive82

observations with secondary transfer experiments, we have introduced a new83

method of calculation. This is based upon the principle of two (reasonable)84

assumptions:85

1. The probability that DNA can be recovered from a secondary transfer86

event is less than that from a direct transfer event.87

2. Once DNA has been secondarily transferred to an individual, in the88

absence of further contact(s), the probability of recovery will decay at89

a rate that is commensurate with the direct transfer logistic regression90

curve.91

We propose a model for secondary transfer which has the same properties92

as direct transfer, with the same logistic regression coefficients. However,93

the time since deposition is re-scaled to take account of the much lower94

probability of recovery at time zero (section 7).95

The model is coded into R and is called Activity Level, Transfer, Recov-96

ery and Persistence (ALTRaP) program. It is open-source and freely dis-97

tributed. It is directly available from https://activitylevel.shinyapps.98

io/shinyaltrap/. The program opens directly in a browser window; there99

is no requirement to use or understand the R-environment. Source code (for100

R-environment), data and user manual are available at: https://sites.101

google.com/view/altrap/ and https://github.com/peterdgill/altrap.102

It is hoped that the framework described here is a step towards a standardised103
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method which will facilitate independent analyses by other research groups,104

to allow comparisons to be made. This will in turn lead to sets of data that105

can be accessed and utilised by the community to solve complex problems of106

transfer, persistence and recovery where secondary transfer may be a mech-107

anism. Although the example used here is skin surface, the same framework108

can be utilised for any example where transfer, persistence and recovery is109

an issue e.g. on clothing.110

It is important to specify that the model presented here can only be used111

provided that the prosecution sub-source LR is accepted by the court. To112

make clear, a caveat will be needed in the reporting scientist’s statement. If113

this is not the case, then evaluation of the evidence at activity level cannot114

proceed. The model is particularly suited to addressing case circumstances115

where a ’suspect’ and ’victim’ are known to each-other, and had ’innocent’116

social contact some time prior to an assault. For example, they may have117

met to have a meal, shook hands and embraced. With these kinds of case-118

circumstances, the mere attribution of DNA to a given individual is not the119

issue of interest. Rather, the question turns to the probability of its transfer,120

persistence and recovery after a given time period. To illustrate, two different121

case circumstances are described and analysed in sections 11 and 12.122

2. Experimental design123

A total of 33 participants were included in the study in different pair124

combinations. Twelve samples were collected at each time point except 18125

and 24 hours, where there was 8 and 6 samples collected from direct and126

secondary transfer, respectively. This leads to a total of 172 samples in the127

data-set.128

2.1. Direct transfer129

Participant A was instructed to draw a square of approximately 10×5cm130

on their upper arm. Participant B was then instructed to rub their hand131

with medium pressure ten times over the marked area of participant A’s132

arm, the stroking took place a minimum of one hour after participant B133

washed hands. The experiment was repeated with sampling of the marked134

area with a single moistened swab at 0, 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18 and 24 hours135

post-deposit. Only one sample was collected per experiment, since multiple136

swabbings would adversely affect DNA persistence. A total of 88 samples137

were collected.138
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2.2. Secondary transfer139

A minimum one hour after washing hands, participant A and B shook140

hands for 30 seconds and then immediately stroked their own upper arm141

on a pre-marked square 10 × 5cm, ten times with medium pressure. The142

experiment was repeated with sampling of the marked area with a single143

moistened swab at 0, 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18 and 24 hours post deposit respectively144

(one sample per experiment). A total of 83 samples were collected145

2.3. Sample processing146

All sampling was performed in clean ’DNA-free’ investigation rooms where147

benches, equipment and hot spots were pre-cleaned with 0.1% hypochlorite148

solution, and appropriate protection (face mask, hair nets, laboratory coats149

and gloves) required to enter the rooms. The swabs where removed from the150

pre-labelled paper bags and the tips were cut by sterile scissors and placed151

into extraction tubes. The samples were stored at room temperature until152

DNA was extracted.153

DNA extraction was performed using the Chelex® 100 (Bio-Rad Labo-154

ratories) protocol (no prior incubation with water) [4], p. 44, using 120µl155

of 5% Chelex solution. All DNA extracts were quantified using DNA Quan-156

tifiler™ Trio DNA Quantification kit (Thermo Fisher) with the 7500 Real157

Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). PowerPlex® Fusion 6C System158

(Promega) was used for DNA amplifications, following the manufacturer’s159

technical manual for the kit using: 1.0 ng template DNA, 25 mL reaction160

volume and 29 PCR cycles on Applied Biosystem® Veriti 96-Well Thermal161

Cyclers (Thermo Fisher). Amplified DNA was subsequently analysed by cap-162

illary electrophoresis on the Applied Biosystem® 3500xL Genetic Analyzer163

(Thermo Fisher), following the PowerPlex® Fusion 6C System Technical164

Manual (Promega), with an injection time of 24 sec and injection voltage 1.2165

kV. Data were analyzed with GeneMapper ID-X v1.2 (Thermo Fisher). The166

allelic analytical threshold (AT ) was set to 100 RFU.167

2.4. Analysis168

EuroForMix v.3.1.0 [5] was used to determine sub-source likelihood ratios169

(LRφ), where the numerator was conditioned upon the POI and the ’victim’170

(V ); the denominator was conditioned upon the ’victim’ only. Unknown171

contributors are designated as Ux, where x refers to the xth unknown. The172

two alternative propositions are designated Hp as the prosecution proposition173
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and Hd as the defence proposition. FST = 0.01 and probability of drop-in =174

0.05.175

If there are two contributors:176

LRφ =
Pr(E|Hp : POI + V )

Pr(E|Hd : V + U1)
(1)

With three contributors:177

LRφ =
Pr(E|Hp : POI + V + U1)

Pr(E|Hd : V + U1 + U2)
(2)

The sub-source likelihood ratio is referred to as LRφ whereas the activity178

likelihood ratio is LRa; the Hp proposition of LRφ is conditioned as true179

when activity level is addressed [1].180

3. Definitions181

3.1. Transfer, persistence and recovery:182

A DNA profile that is attributed to a contributor under a given propo-183

sition cannot be recovered unless it has been transferred, persisted upon a184

surface and subsequently recovered in sufficient quantity so that it may be185

visualised. In accordance with ’Consideration 1 and recommendation 8 of186

[1]: ”the scientist can only assign the probability of recovery of DNA that is187

conditioned upon an activity”. In the subsequent text, the term ’recovery’ is188

used in relation to casework to describe the probability that DNA has been189

transferred, has persisted on an item and has been recovered in sufficient190

quantities great enough to be genotyped. The term ’transfer’ is retained as a191

general term used to describe the phenomenon or event as it can be observed192

in experiments where the ground truth is known.193

194

3.2. Background DNA195

Background DNA present from unknown sources and unknown activities.196

It can be described as ‘foreign’ (non-self). We don’t know how or why it is197

there [1]. Here background DNA is distinguished from drop-in [6, 7], defined198

as up to three alleles not observed in prevalent DNA. If four or more alleles199

are observed, then an ’unknown’ contributor is present and LRφ is calculated200

with eq: (2)201

202
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3.3. Prevalent DNA:203

Prevalent DNA is present from known sources/activities that includes204

‘self-DNA’. The analyst has a prior expectation of finding DNA from specific205

individuals [1].206

207

4. List of variables208

1. t is the probability of direct transfer, persistence and recovery of DNA209

from the POI (under Hp only).210

2. t′ is the probability of direct transfer, persistence and recovery from an211

unknown assailant (under Hd only).212

3. t′′ is the probability of (innocent) direct transfer, persistence and re-213

covery from the POI (where there is common ground agreed under Hp214

and Hd).215

4. b is the probability of recovering background DNA. Here b = 0.36 (un-216

der Hp and Hd). Based on empirical observation of the data (section 3.2217

5. s is the probability of secondary transfer, persistence and recovery (un-218

der Hp and Hd).219

6. h is the time between deposition of a sample and its collection for220

analysis. If an assault occurs at 3pm and the samples collected at221

10pm then h = 7.222

7. nh is the number of contacts modelled within a one hour period of time.223

8. x is the logistic regression decision threshold based upon LRφ.224

9. fx is the offset (time adjustment) applied to the direct logistic regres-225

sion to convert to a secondary transfer logistic regression, always con-226

ditioned on x.227

4.1. Events228

Lower case terms, e.g. t, are probabilities. Upper case terms, e.g. T ,229

signify events, hence t is the same as Pr(T ).230

5. Bayesian Network231

The Bayesian Network (BN) described by Taylor et al [3] can be eas-232

ily adapted to different case circumstances: Gill et al [1], supplement 1,233

described the same BN in detail, adapted to interpret evidence from under-234

neath fingernails. For the framework described here, the BN is identical to235
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that previously described - the formulae and notation underlying the nodes236

are the same as described in supplement 1 of [1] except that the probability237

of recovering background DNA (b) is included. The sub-activity nodes are238

generalised: ”X and Y had social contact”, ”X assaulted Y” and ”Unknown239

person assaulted Y” (Supplement S1, Fig. S1). The BN will be adapted240

in later sections to take account of specific case-circumstances. Details of241

the derivation of formulae and their adaption in the ALTRaP program are242

provided in the supplementary material S1.243

6. Direct and secondary transfer data analysis244

To inform the BN model outlined above, it is necessary to assign probabili-245

ties of DNA persistence and recovery, following secondary and direct transfer.246

To do this, a series of experimental data (supplement S7, S8) were generated247

as described in section 2, where the sub-source likelihood ratio (log10LRφ)248

was compared to the time difference between deposition and sampling (in249

hours). There is an expectation that longer time difference between two250

events will result in less DNA that can be recovered from the POI and this251

will be reflected in reduced probabilities of secondary and direct transfer.252

Inspection of scatter-plots of the data (Fig. 1) showed the following:253

6.1. Direct transfer254

1. There is a wide scatter of points ranging between log10LRφ < 0 to255

log10LRφ ≈ 20256

2. Observations of higher LRφ values, and their variance diminishes over257

time. At 24h no LRφ > 1 was observed.258

6.2. Secondary transfer259

1. The LR values are generally lower than log10LR = 5, but ranged be-260

tween log10LR < 0 to log10LR ≈ 20261

2. However, there are a few notable outliers where LR values are high,262

including one at 6 hours where log10LR > 25263

3. There were no observations of LRφ > 1 when h ≥ 18264
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Figure 1: Scatter-plots of direct and secondary transfer showing Time after deposition in
hours vs. log10LRφ

6.3. The problem of small data-sets265

assigning probabilities from small data-sets are problematic if observa-266

tions are rare. For the direct transfer data, there was a reasonable spread of267

observations. For the secondary transfer data, observations of DNA profiles268

from the POI were much rarer and absent when h ≥ 18, so that there is a269

paucity of LRφ > 1 observations. This can be rectified by collecting more270

data, but when probabilities are Pr ≈ 0.01 or lower, many samples may be271

required to achieve an observation of an event and the resource implications272

become unrealistic to fulfil. Consequently, experimental designs and associ-273
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ated theory are needed to provide a framework that can accommodate the274

limitations inherent with small data-sets and associated low probabilities.275

This issue is addressed in section 14.6, where ’sensitivity analysis’ is used to276

examine the outcome from a plausible range of probabilities.277

6.4. Bayesian logistic regression278

To generate probability distributions from the data (supplements S7, S8),279

logistic regression was used. This method models the probability of a binary280

event of success vs. no-success: in this case, either a DNA profile is ob-281

served from the POI that provides a likelihood ratio ≥ x or it is < x; where282

x is the decision threshold value. From the data, the range of sub-source283

LRφs extends from < 1 to 1020. It is convenient to express x in log10 scale,284

to be consistent with log10LRφ. The logistic regression coefficients calcu-285

late Pr(log10LRφ ≥ x|h) conditioned upon the time (h, in hours) between286

deposition and sampling.287

Using the R stan glm function from package (rstanarm), Bayesian logistic288

regression utilised MCMC to generate 4000 pairs of coefficients per regression.289

Package (shinystan) was used in order to check the model diagnostics. A290

tutorial is provided by [8] and further details provided in Supplement S4.291

6.5. Direct transfer analysis292

Bayesian logistic regression of the data in supplements S7 and S8 was293

carried out (Fig. 2). Coefficients and goodness of fit tests are shown in294

Tables 1 and S3 . By way of example, at time zero, with x = 3 and x = 6,295

respectively: Pr(T |h = 0, x = 3) = 0.61 and Pr(T |h = 0, x = 6) = 0.52.296

The persistence and recovery of DNA reduces over time so that at 24 hours297

the probability assignments are in the region of Pr ≈ 0.01.298

Summary statistics are shown in Table S3. These tables are posterior299

summary statistics created using the ’shinystan’ application [8]. This appli-300

cation has a host of diagnostic features that can be used to check the fit of301

the model.302

6.5.1. Secondary transfer303

Logistic regression was carried out on the secondary transfer data (Fig. S3.304

However, these lines are almost flat between 0-24 hours; for example the plot305

for h = 1 to h = 14 showed that Pr(S|x = 3) dropped from 0.083 - 0.048306

over the time range. These results violated assumption 1 (section 7), since307

a higher probability of DNA recovery was implied at 24 hours, compared308
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Figure 2: Direct transfer logistic regressions based on median of posterior distribution of
coefficients: Time hours since contact and sampling vs. Pr(LR > x)

to direct transfer. The model fails, either because there are too few positive309

data-points to inform the regression curve or because the experimental design310

was insufficient (see discussion for further comment).311

6.6. Analysis of background DNA312

Defined in section 3.2, from the data of direct and secondary transfer in313

Supplements S7, S8, the probability of background DNA was calculated to314
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Parameter mean 2.5% 50% 97.5%

log10LR > 1
(Intercept) 0.5762 -0.0907 0.569 1.2737
Time -0.1516 -0.2457 -0.149 -0.0695
log10LR > 2
(Intercept) 0.5091 -0.2144 0.5084 1.2434
Time -0.1848 -0.2878 -0.1823 -0.0946
log10LR > 3
(Intercept) 0.4469 -0.2772 0.443 1.1554
Time -0.2165 -0.3413 -0.212 -0.1102
log10LR > 4
(Intercept) 0.5164 -0.2118 0.5075 1.2591
Time -0.246 -0.3863 -0.2431 -0.1327
log10LR > 5
(Intercept) 0.0846 -0.6432 0.0783 0.8305
Time -0.2117 -0.3455 -0.2084 -0.0982
log10LR > 6
(Intercept) -0.05 -0.7771 -0.0517 0.6803
Time -0.1978 -0.3233 -0.1951 -0.0934
log10LR > 8
(Intercept) -0.05 -0.7771 -0.0517 0.6803
Time -0.1978 -0.3233 -0.1951 -0.0934

Table 1: Posterior summary statistics of direct transfer Bayesian logistic regression coef-
ficients generated from 4000 simulations per test showing mean and quantiles. For each
decision threshold x, there are two coefficients (Intercept and Time) that are used to
generate the curves in Fig. 2. An extension of this table is shown in supplement S4.

be b = 0.36.315

7. Model assumptions316

In the following example, for illustrative purposes, all calculations were317

made using logistic regressions, where x = 3, the logistic regression decision318

threshold, conditioned on recovery of a probative sub-source DNA profile319

log10LRφ ≥ 3.320
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7.1. Assumption 1: For a given time since deposition, Pr(S|h) is always less321

than Pr(T |h)322

Only a small portion of DNA is transferred when a substrate is contacted323

by a person. Goray et al. [9] showed that 0.36% of biological material is324

transferred from one site to another, whereas with non-porous substrates325

approximately 50-95% was transferred. If secondary transfer occurs, in turn,326

only a small proportion of the DNA from the surface can relocate.327

Secondary transfer was measured as probability of recovery of DNA at a328

specific time(s) since deposition Pr(S|h). For a single contact this is always329

lower than the probability of DNA recovery from a direct transfer event330

Pr(T |h). From the data, at time h = 0, x = 3, Pr(S|h = 0, x = 3) is331

approximately 0.05, compared to Pr(T |h = 0, x = 3) = 0.61. For any given332

given time since deposition (h) and logistic regression decision threshold (x):333

Pr(S|h, x) < Pr(T |h, x) (3)

Experimental designs for direct and secondary transfer tests must be com-334

parable.335

7.2. Assumption 2: The probability of recovering DNA from secondary trans-336

fer follows the same logistic regression as for direct transfer337

The working assumption is that for a given threshold value x, secondary338

transfer, Pr(S|x), follows the same logistic regression curve, described by the339

same pair of coefficients used for direct transfer Pr(T |x). In other words,340

the decay rate curve for a given x value is unaffected by the mode of DNA341

transfer. This is reasonable because the biological origin of cells propagated342

by direct or secondary transfer is the same, it is only the much reduced343

probability of recovery of the latter that needs to be accommodated. Conse-344

quently, the decay rate of secondary transfer DNA can be modelled by the345

same logistic regression curve, but h must be adjusted to account for the346

much lower Pr(S|h = 0, x). To carry out the adjustment, an offset value is347

applied (described in next section).348

8. Assignment of the offset value from secondary transfer data349

A set of secondary transfer data (Supplement S8) was generated. The350

combined data between time zero and one hours after deposition were mod-351

elled using a Pareto distribution to determine Pr(S|h ∈ 0, 1, log10LRφ ≥ x).352
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Figure 3: Comparison of probabilities of DNA recovery following direct and secondary
transfer vs time between deposition and sampling: Pr(T |h) and Pr(S|h) where x = 3.
Both direct and secondary transfer logistic regressions employ the same Time and intercept
coefficients, but an offset of 15.95 hrs is added to h in order to calculate the secondary
transfer logistic regression.

Note that h = 0 and h = 1 were combined so that there were sufficient data353

to carry out the analysis - afterwards, the offset value was adjusted to h = 0.354

A Pareto model was determined to be the best fit (supplement S3, Fig. S2)355

to the distribution of log10LRφ values after testing many different options356
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from R package (fitdistrplus) [10].357

8.1. Optimising the offset value to calculate Pr(S|h, x)358

To obtain Pr(S|h, x) an offset value (fx) was calculated. This is a point359

in time corresponding to the direct transfer logistic regression curve where360

Pr(T |h = fx, x) is the same value as the Pareto distribution assignment of361

Pr(S|h = 0, x).362

Then the secondary transfer logistic function was calculated from the363

direct transfer logistic function, using the same coefficients, but time of de-364

position is adjusted to (h+ fx) (Fig. 3).365

Pr(S|h+ fx, x) =
1

1 + e−(β0+β1h)
(4)

In Fig. 3, the x-axis for the secondary transfer logistic function is rescaled366

so that the secondary transfer derived h is the same as direct transfer h− fx367

(where h ≥ fx). For a given time interval, probabilities for secondary transfer368

are always less than those for direct transfer and these two types of transfer369

approach convergence after approximately h = 30.370

The offset calculation was programmed into ALTRaP as follows:371

For a given value of x, the corresponding Pr(S|h, x) value was calculated372

from the Pareto distribution (Fig. S2) of secondary transfer data.373

The probability Pr(T |h, x) was calculated using the β0 and β1 coeffi-374

cients, based on posterior medians, from the logistic regression model and375

the time difference (h) between the time of collection of the sample and the376

time of transfer, for a given choice of x. The offset value (fx), in the left377

hand side of eq. 5 was determined by the exact method described in supple-378

ment S5. An alternative method is ’optimisation’ using function ’optimizer’379

from R package (stats). This was used in sensitivity analysis described in380

section 14.6.381

Pr(T |h = fx, x) = Pr(S|h = 0, x) (5)

Both Pr(S) and Pr(T ) are defined by the same β0 and β1 logistic regression382

coefficients calculated from a given x value and Pr(S) is assigned:383

Pr(S|h, x) = Pr(T |h+ fx, x) (6)

This calculation was carried out for each of the 4000 pairs of logistic384

regression coefficients generated per sample test, from the posterior distribu-385

tions of coefficients β0 and β1.386
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For threshold x = 3, the mean posterior offset distribution fx mean =387

15.95 hrs. Calculations were repeated for all values of x (Table 2). The388

offset value increased from fx mean = 15.0 − 26.5 hrs as x increased from389

1 − 10. The secondary and direct transfer decay curves are compared in390

Fig. 3. Comparison with Fig. S3 shows that the secondary transfer decay391

curve is no longer flat-lined its entire length, and it is always below the392

direct transfer decay curve, thereby fulfilling assumption 1 (section 7).393

log10LR > x fx (hrs)

1 15.00
2 15.69
3 15.95
4 16.28
5 18.97
6 21.59
7 24.37
8 26.54

Table 2: Secondary transfer, mean (posterior) offset calculation from direct transfer logistic
regression.

9. The assumption of single transfer events394

If an assault is alleged by a victim, a previous innocent social contact, e.g.395

the victim and suspect attended a party, is often not disputed. This social396

activity will be included into both Hp and Hd propositions. The difference397

relates to the assault itself: Hp asserts that the POI assaulted the victim, and398

there was social activity beforehand, whereas Hd asserts that there was only399

social activity. To evaluate the evidence, the scientist assigns probabilities400

of DNA recovery given the time of the assault and the time(s) of social401

activity, where the latter may include both direct (e.g. a handshake) and402

secondary transfer (e.g. passing a glass). Under Hd the evaluation of the403

evidence proceeds under the assumption that the assailant was an unknown404

individual i.e. no DNA recovery resulting from direct transfer from the POI;405

recovery of DNA is attributed to secondary transfer only. It is critical to have406

a good understanding of the times of alleged assault and social activities in407

order to take into account the effect of DNA loss over time (persistence and408
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recovery). Direct and secondary contacts are not mutually exclusive events -409

they can occur concurrently. In reality, there may be multiple opportunities410

at different times for innocent direct and secondary transfer events to occur.411

10. Modelling multiple transfer events412

DNA transfer and accumulation will occur between partners of cohabiting413

couples,especially where there is intimate contact; promoted by a combina-414

tion of multiple direct and secondary transfer events [11]. Consequently, it415

may well be common ground between prosecution and defence that there416

was opportunity for DNA recovery following direct and/or indirect trans-417

fer between a suspect and victim, that was not associated with the crime418

event. Ideally, a model should accommodate multiple transfer events of dif-419

ferent types, at different times. The probability of recovering DNA from420

skin and/or other surfaces therefore depends upon the frequency and kind of421

contact with individuals. Regardless of the mode of transfer, over time there422

are two opposing tendencies: a subject that has continuous or intermittent423

contact with vectors (a vector is a source) accumulates DNA, whereas no424

contact with vectors results in loss of DNA.425

These counter-opposing forces can be modelled by the binomial expres-426

sions described in Supplementary material S2:427

Pr(at least one secondary transfer event|time h, n) = (1− (1− sh)n) (7)

Where n is the number of contacts with the vector during a time interval428

h, measured in one hour block (if h = 6, this is the start point, meaning429

that the 1 hour block is between h = 6 and h = 7 as the end point). In430

Fig. 4, the time of secondary transfer encompasses four hours and is denoted431

as h = 6, ..10, where h = 6 is the end point and h = 10 is the end point. To432

illustrate, a single transfer event can be modelled as: Pr(S|h = 6, n = 1) =433

0.017. If it was assumed that there were n = 4 contacts during a one hour434

block of time, then Pr(S|h = 6, n = 4) = 1 − (1 − 0.017)4 = 0.065. The435

probability Pr(S|h, n = 4) varies according to h (see examples in Fig. 4)436

Consequently, under the assumption of social interaction over a four hour437

period h = 6, .., 10, with four contacts (n = 4 per hour); the probabilities per438

hour block are combined (note s = Pr(S) and t′′ = Pr(T ′′) :439

Pr(S) = 1−
10∏
h=6

(1− (1− sh)4) = 0.184 (8)
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To combine an innocent direct transfer (T ′′) event at time h = 10 where440

Pr(T ′′|h = 10, n = 1) = 0.156, a binomial expression is utilised which as-441

sumes independence between S and T given h:442

Pr(S, T ′′) = 1− ((1− s)× (1− t′′h=10)) = 0.313 (9)

The theory is outlined in Fig. 4 as part of an example that is expanded in443

the next section. This value is forwarded to the BN calculation described in444

supplement S2. Note that in the ALTRaP program, calculations are carried445

out using R package (poibin).446

Figure 4: An example showing time since different events occurred, referenced from the
time of sampling (h = 0), and their conversion into secondary and direct transfer proba-
bilities. There is an assault at time h = 3, and social contact at h = 6, ..., 10, with a direct
innocent contact (e.g. handshake) at time 10. There are four contacts per hour, assumed
for secondary transfer. Probabilities for each event are shown per hour block, along with
their combination.

11. A worked example447

11.1. Case circumstances448

Ms. X visited Mr. Y at his home, arriving at 10am. They held hands449

and embraced (this was the only direct contact made) and for a period of450

4 hours they socialised, had several drinks, a meal and used the bathroom.451

After a heated argument she left the house at 2pm and made her way home,452

a short distance away, arriving at 2.30pm. Leaving her home again at 4pm453
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she decided to go for a walk in the local park where at 5pm she was attacked454

by a man who approached her from behind, grabbing her arms and knocking455

her to the ground. He ran away before she could positively identify the456

attacker. The police were called and samples were taken at 8pm. Mr. Y was457

apprehended as the prime suspect.458

11.2. Background information459

The victim had showered in the morning at 8am, but did not wash hands460

or shower before the samples were collected. Before Mr. Y was apprehended,461

he had fully washed and showered, however.462

11.3. Analysis463

A diagram of events, along with their probabilities are illustrated in Fig. 4.464

All events are referenced relative to the time that samples were collected,465

h = 0. The assault was at h = 3. It was not disputed that the victim had466

visited the house of the suspect and had social contact with him.467

A swab was taken from the victim’s arm where violent contact had oc-468

curred and a DNA profile was obtained. A sub-source likelihood ratio of469

LRφ = 5000 was calculated with alternative propositions described by eq. 1.470

However, the sub-source LRφ has no impact upon the activity level propo-471

sitions which are:472

1. Mr. X and Ms. Y had social interaction and she was assaulted by him473

at the times specified474

2. Mr. X and Ms Y only had social interaction at the times specified475

Note that to consider activity level propositions, the court would first need476

to accept that Mr. Y was a donor to the DNA sample which was recovered i.e.477

the prosecution proposition at sub-source is accepted as being true. The sub-478

source LRφ can then be used to inform the value of the evidence at activity479

level via transfer probabilities. The principle of analysing evidence at sub-480

source and activity levels as two separate consecutive steps is in accordance481

with ISFG DNA commission recommendations [1].482

11.4. Results of the analysis483

Activity level likelihood ratios (LRa) were calculated using equations484

eqs. (S6) and (S7) in supplement S1. To model the sensitivity of LRa to485

various parameters, different logistic regression threshold decision values of486

x were compared with the effect of n = 1−4 contacts per hour (Table 3). The487
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highest LRa was observed when the ’POI only’ proposition was tested and488

undisputed direct transfer at h = 10 reduced the value of the LRa. There489

was also a general increase in LRa as the logistic regression threshold decision490

value (x) increased.491

The number of secondary transfer contacts per hour was modelled; be-492

cause this parameter cannot be definitively known, it must be informed by493

reasonable assumptions about its value as a prior ’belief’ based upon the case494

circumstances. However, the impact was relatively minor. An assessment of495

S, T ′′ in Table 3 showed the activity LRa varied between 5.2−3.7 and 1.5−1.1496

for ’POI only’ and ’POI and unknown(s)’ propositions respectively (x = 3).497

The likelihood ratio for ’secondary transfer only’ was always higher than for498

’secondary and direct’; and it was always higher for ’POI only’ compared499

to ’POI and unknown(s), where background DNA was present. The effect500

of different levels of background DNA on LRa is described by sensitivity501

analysis in section 14.7502

Such LRas would be considered as weak support in favour of Hp using503

the verbal scale described by the ENFSI guideline for evaluative reporting in504

forensic science [12]. Conversely, if the sub-source logistic regression decision505

threshold x = 6, with one (S) contact per hour (’POI only’) was assumed506

with no direct transfer (T”) then the LR = 43.38 which is moderate support507

in favour of Hp.508

12. Second example509

In real case examples, it is unlikely that the alleged times of direct and510

secondary events will be the same. For instance, suppose that a victim is511

assaulted at a party where her arm was violently grabbed, the suspect denies512

the assault, but claims to have handed a glass of wine to the victim two513

hours before the alleged assault. There was no other interaction. There was514

a six hour delay before the victim complained to police and samples were515

taken from her skin. According to the case circumstances, the social activity516

that may have led to secondary transfer occurred 8 hours previously. A swab517

was taken from the victim’s arm where violent contact had occurred, and a518

DNA profile was obtained. A sub-source likelihood ratio of LRφ > 1000 was519

calculated with alternative propositions described by eq. 1. The activity level520

propositions are the same as for the first example, except that the timings521

are different:522
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Type of transfer Secondary (S) Secondary and direct (S, T ′′)

No. of contacts per hour 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Pr(E|Hp) proposition log10LR > x

1 5.7 3.7 3.0 2.7 3.4 2.9 2.7 2.5
2 10.2 5.9 4.4 3.7 4.3 3.6 3.2 3.0

POI only 3 17.8 9.6 6.9 5.5 5.2 4.5 4.0 3.7
4 33.5 17.4 12.1 9.4 6.4 5.7 5.2 4.8
6 43.4 22.3 15.3 11.8 5.5 5.1 4.8 4.5
8 72.5 36.9 25.0 19.1 5.2 5.0 4.8 4.7

1 1.4 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6
2 2.8 1.6 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.0 0.9 0.8

POI and unknown(s) 3 5.3 2.9 2.0 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.1
4 10.2 5.3 3.7 2.9 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.5
6 16.5 8.5 5.8 4.5 2.1 1.9 1.8 1.7
8 29.1 14.8 10.0 7.6 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.9

Table 3: Sensitivity analysis of likelihood ratios (LRa) comparing different log10LRφ > x
thresholds and between n = 1 to 4 secondary transfer events per hour (Fig. 4). Left
hand data-set considers effect of undisputed (under Hp and Hd) secondary transfer (S =
6, ..., 10) only. The right-hand data compare LRas where undisputed secondary (S =
6, ..., 10) and direct transfer (T ′′ = 10) both occurred. Hp and Hd propositions tested
were ’POI only’ and ’POI and unknown(s)’. The LRa is always higher for the former.The
worked example is shown in bold type.

1. Mr. X and Ms. Y had social interaction and she was assaulted by him523

at the times specified524

2. Mr. X and Ms Y only had social interaction at the times specified525

Assuming that the sub-source evidence was accepted by a court, the chal-526

lenge is to determine the value of the evidence given alternative activity level527

propositions.528

Probability plots of Pr(S) and Pr(T ) relative to time h are illustrated529

in Fig. 3. Under the assumption that the DNA profile is a mixture of the530

suspect and the victim, conditioned on six hours for Th=6 and eight hours for531

Sh=8 (n = 1), this provided a likelihood ratio of LRa = 40.8 and LRa = 18.1532

(Table 4), respectively, dependent upon whether the POI was observed with533

or without unknown contributors. Various other time differences were ex-534

plored in Table 4 to compare the effect upon LRa. The more distant the535

time of social contact from the assault the greater LRa became. This is536

caused by the decreased probability of Pr(S|h), reflecting the natural loss537

of foreign DNA from the skin surface over time. It is interesting to note538

that for ’POI only’, the LRas were similar when the absolute time difference539

between assault and social interaction was the same: e.g. comparing six and540
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18 hours with twelve and 24 hours (assault vs social interaction respectively),541

the LRa ≈ 300. However, the probability of actually obtaining a result if Hp542

is true, approximated by Pr(T ) in Table 4, diminishes from 0.3 (six hours)543

to 0.11 (twelve hours) i.e. it is important to note that the LRa provides544

no information about the probability of obtaining a result, it can only ad-545

dress the probability of the evidence, if a result is obtained. For ’POI +546

unknown(s)’, the LRa is always less than the corresponding ’POI only’; the547

values tend to increase as the absolute time difference between assault and548

social interaction increases.549

Time since Time since Pr(Th1) Pr(Sh2) LRa LRa

direct transfer(h1) secondary transfer (h2) POI only POI + unknown(s)

6 8 0.30 0.011 40.8 18.1
6 10 0.30 0.007 61.6 27.4
6 14 0.30 0.003 168.1 70.3
6 18 0.30 0.001 328.8 148.6

8 10 0.22 0.007 40.6 22.3
8 12 0.22 0.004 61.5 33.8
8 16 0.22 0.002 142.4 78.1
8 20 0.22 0.0008 328.7 182.8

12 14 0.11 0.003 40.5 29.8
12 16 0.11 0.002 61.3 45.0
12 20 0.11 0.0009 142.2 104.1
12 24 0.11 0.0004 328.5 244.1

Table 4: Activity level likelihood ratios from logistic regression where logistic regression
decision threshold x = 3 and n = 1. All times (h) are measured from the time the sample
was collected e.g. in the first row, the assault occurred six hours before sampling, and
social contact at eight hours beforehand.

13. Multiple contacts and cohabitation550

The previous experiment simulated the effect of a single contact. However551

this does not simulate the effects of transfer between individuals who spend a552

period of time in close contact with each other. This includes cohabitees and553

individuals who meet together in social settings where there is an opportunity554

for multiple secondary and/or direct transfer events.555

As part of the case-circumstances, there needs to be a consideration of556

the potential for recovering DNA from (innocent) direct transfer, as well as557

for secondary transfer events.558
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13.1. Simulation of secondary transfer accumulation559

Prevalent DNA from a partner of a cohabitee will build over a period of560

time. The amount that accumulates onto a skin surface will depend upon561

the number of contacts that individual X has with a surface bearing DNA of562

individual Y . The accumulation over a 24hr period is shown in the example563

(Fig. 5) where Pr(S|h = 0, .., 24, n = 1, .., 4, x = 3). A steady state is564

achieved where the DNA load that is gained balances the amount which is565

lost. This steady state occurs after a period of time (c. 12 hours).566

Figure 5: Probability of DNA recovery, given multiple secondary transfer events relative
to time duration of exposure, where log10LRφ > 3. A range of 1,..,4 contacts per hour are
simulated up to 24 hours.

13.2. Sensitivity analysis (example)567

As discussed earlier, the number of contacts per hour will be informed568

by case-circumstances. The question of their cumulative effect upon the569

likelihood ratio can be assessed by sensitivity analysis [1, 13] - where the570

values of parameters are altered to determine the effect upon the LRa. If the571
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relative change in the magnitude of LRa is small, it is said to be insensitive572

to the parameter values tested.573

The alternative propositions are:574

1. Victim was assaulted and had social interaction with X575

2. Victim only had social interaction with X576

Background information: The victim visited the suspect’s home for a period577

of 12 hours. During this time there was no direct contact, although the victim578

made full use of the accommodation’s facilities and had a meal/ drinks etc.579

According to the prosecution an assault occurred at time y and she left the580

premises and samples were taken from her skin by police at time z.581

Table 5 illustrates activity level likelihood ratios achieved for a range582

of logistic regression conditioned sub-source likelihood ratios. The POI is583

accused of assault at time y. However, the individuals were in close contact584

with each-other (no direct contact in this example) for the period of time585

indicated. Note that this may be a cohabiting couple and the time interval586

where secondary transfer can occur can be considered to be the time since587

bath/shower of the victim, which can be assumed to remove all foreign DNA588

from the skin [14]. All times in Table 5 are referenced to the difference589

between time of sampling and collection h, except for the first example where590

the time of assault is given at time zero, h = 0, with cohabitation time591

interval as 0-12hrs. If the result of the assault results in the instant death592

of the individual, then there is no opportunity for further gain or loss of593

DNA - the clock stays at time zero, provided the body is undisturbed before594

discovery. The data show that for this set of circumstances, the LRa is595

increased with ’POI only’ results, compared to ’POI + Unknown’. With596

the latter, the evidence weakly favours the defence proposition for low sub-597

source LRφs, and weakly favours the prosecution proposition with increasing598

sub-source LRφs.599

If Hp is true, then the LR increases as the time of ’innocent’ contacts600

becomes more distant from the assault. In casework, the frequency, type and601

duration of contacts will be assigned as a prior from careful consideration of602

the case-circumstances.603

14. Discussion604

14.1. The requirement for a framework to model likelihood ratios605

Although there are many papers that describe various aspects of reporting606

activity level propositions (see reviews by Taylor et al [15] and Oorschot et al607
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POI only POI and U
No of contacts

per hour
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Time of
assault

(since item
sampled)

Co-hab.
time interval

sub-source
log10LRφ > x

0 0,12 1 3.5 2.9 2.8 2.8 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5
2 4.9 3.5 3.1 2.9 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.5
3 7.2 4.6 3.70 3.3 1.3 0.85 0.7 0.6
4 12.0 7.0 5.3 4.5 2.13 1.2 1.0 0.8
6 15.4 8.5 6.17 5.0 3.8 2.1 1.5 1.2
8 25.1 13.3 9.4 7.4 6.9 3.7 2.58 2.0

3 6,2 1 3.8 2.8 2.5 2.3 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.6
2 6.6 4.1 3.23 2.82 1.8 1.1 0.88 0.8
3 11.6 6.5 4.8 4.0 3.5 2.0 1.46 1.2
4 22.5 12.0 8.5 6.7 6.9 3.7 2.59 2.0
6 27.1 14.2 9.9 7.8 10.4 5.43 3.8 3.0
8 44.2 22.7 15.57 12.0 17.6 9.1 6.2 4.8

6 12,2 1 4.8 3.1 2.5 2.3 1.6 1.0 0.8 0.8
2 10.1 5.7 4.23 3.5 4.0 2.2 1.7 1.4
3 20.3 10.8 7.6 6.0 9.1 4.8 3.4 2.7
4 44.9 23.1 15.8 12.1 21.3 10.9 7.5 5.76
6 49.9 25.5 17.4 13.3 26.4 13.5 9.2 7.1
8 78.0 39.6 26.8 20.4 42.3 21.4 14.5 11.0

6 24,36 1 21.8 11.6 8.2 6.5 7.2 3.8 2.7 2.1
2 80.7 41.0 27.7 21.1 31.5 16.0 10.8 8.3
3 246.0 123.6 82.8 62.4 111.8 56.2 37.6 28.4
4 806.6 403.9 269.7 202.6 387.7 194.1 129.6 97.4
6 592.6 296.9 198.3 149.0 312.0 156.32 104.4 78.5
8 798.9 400.0 267.1 200.6 431.6 216.1 144.3 108.4

Table 5: Modelling multiple secondary transfer events which may occur between cohab-
itees. Likelihood ratios were recorded where Hp is conditioned on secondary transfer with
n contacts per hour for a period of 12 hours and one direct contact at the time indicated
in column 1. Column 2 is the time interval for Hd: secondary transfer with n contacts
per hour and the direct contact event by an unknown individual at alleged time of the
assault. Four separate time intervals were tested as indicated. Hp and Hd propositions
tested were ’POI only’ and ’POI and unknown’. The LRa is always higher for the former

[16]), it can be difficult to extract the information needed to inform BNs, In608

this paper we have provided a framework to calculate activity level likelihood609

ratios based on experimental datasets of direct and secondary transfer.610

Case-work circumstances are often complex; it may be necessary to model611

multiple contacts (Table 4). Oorschot et al [16], point out that little is known612

about accumulation of DNA on an object due to increased duration and fre-613
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quency of contact. Goray and Oorschot [17] carried out an interesting study614

that highlighted the complexities of social interactions, clearly demonstrating615

that transfer events cannot be considered as ’one-off’. As an example they616

examined the social exchanges of three individuals having a drink together617

while sitting at a table; there were multiple opportunities for transfer within618

a 20 minute window where DNA was secondarily and directly transferred619

between objects and onto hands. They found: ”In 29.2% of the samples,620

mixtures from two or three contributors (including the owner of the hand)621

and one other participant were obtained.” The authors don’t provide like-622

lihood ratios, but this observation is consistent with the simulations in our623

study Fig. 5), conditioning on n = 1 contact per hour over a 14hr period,624

where Pr(S|h = 0, .., 14, n = 1, x = 3) = 0.26. Oorschot et al [18] also car-625

ried out a separate study showing that individuals are very tactile, and will626

often touch objects and themselves over short periods of time627

Our framework accommodates the requirement to model multiple con-628

tacts, including cohabitation, and it can be easily extended. We use the629

sub-source likelihood ratio (calculated by EuroForMix ) as a ’quality indica-630

tor’, which simultaneously takes account of mixture proportion, average peak631

height expectation, and peak height variability. Sub-source LRφs were used632

to inform a modified BN described in supplement 1 of Gill et al [1]. This BN633

also takes account of background DNA from unknown individuals (Table S1)634

under the ’POI and Unknown’ outcome. It was shown that LRas are much635

reduced when background is present compared to the ’POI only’ outcome.636

The only comparable literature, relating to skin surface DNA transfer,637

persistence and recovery is by Bowman et al [2]. The authors carried out a638

study of direct transfer onto skin surfaces at h=0, 3, 24. Their demonstration639

utilised a count of self and non-self alleles. LRφs were also measured and it640

was shown that there were more instances of LRφ > 1 when the pressure641

of contact was greatest. However, the results were quite varied: the authors642

showed LRφ > 1 with ”0.56 and 0.77 of samples at 0hrs with medium pressure643

and heavy pressure and friction respectively”. This corresponds to 0.51; 0.64;644

0.76 (5 percentile; median; 95 percentile) in the study reported here - i.e. our645

results are broadly consistent. The authors concluded that it was possible646

to obtain offender DNA 24hrs post assault, with one example of extremely647

strong evidence at this time interval. In our study, the highest LRφ = 1.6648

at 24hrs and 16.2 at 18hrs. But, as noted by us and Bowman, there is a649

limitation of small sample sizes.650

Bowman also noted the importance of taking account of background651
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DNA. This is also accommodated in our framework and a sensitivity analysis652

is described in section 14.7.653

At 3hrs, from posterior logistic regression parameter, the proportion of654

observations LR > 1 was 0.53, which was similar to that recorded by [2] for655

their experimental scenario (B) at 0.55, but their average across all scenarios656

were much lower at 0.22. There were differences in experimental design657

and multiplex, for example, participants were asked not to wash the area of658

contact, whereas this was not controlled by Bowman. [2].659

14.2. Methods of comparison660

Various methods of comparison have been used in the literature: including661

counting self vs non-self alleles, mixture proportions and DNA quantities662

recovered [2, 9, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. However, mixtures commonly include663

background DNA from unknown contributors which interfere with positive664

identification of POI alleles. Furthermore, high counts of POI alleles do not665

necessarily coincide with LR > 1.666

Using EuroForMix, conditioning upon ’Hp is true’, it is possible to ex-667

tract mixture proportion, Mx, average peak height (Pkave) and peak height668

variance (Pkvar). A POI centred (pseudo DNA quantity) measure can be669

created by multiplying together Mx × Pkave. However, in our hands, this670

method did not seem to perform as well as the sub-source likelihood ratio671

(LRφ) (data not shown).672

The following critique was kindly provided by Duncan Taylor (pers. comm.):673

674

”I was surprised to hear that the use of DNA amounts performed worse675

than using LRs for modelling when transfer is considered to have occurred.676

I agree that measures such as numbers of alleles or mixture proportions will677

not perform well as they are summaries of the data that lose information, but678

the LR should really be a reflection of the amount of DNA, but with addi-679

tional confounding effects that are difficult to account for. For example your680

model will be affected by the rarity of someone’s profile i.e. a rare profile will681

lead to a higher transfer probability, but of course this is just an artefact of682

the model, and not a real-world effect. The other aspect of using the LR is683

that the presence of other DNA can effect transfer probability i.e. a person684

may have a probability of transferring some DNA to an item from touching,685

say 1ng. You sample the item, obtain a single source profile with a high LR686

and this is counted as a transfer. But now imagine that the person has other687

DNA on their hands, they still transfer 1ng of their own DNA, but also 1ng688
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of another person’s DNA. Now faced with an even 2 person mixture the LR689

will be greatly reduced. It could result in the event no longer being counted690

as a transfer (if the LR drops below a threshold), even though the person has691

transferred the same amount of DNA both times. I have always thought that692

using DNA amounts is preferable for these reasons and that because DNA693

extraction sits prior to PCR, electrophoresis and interpretation it means that694

laboratories can use the same model, even if these downstream laboratory695

processes differ from the published study.”696

697

Therefore, we accept that ideally a method is needed that incorporates (a698

selection of): peak heights, the number of alleles, quantity of DNA, mixture699

proportions, but not allele frequencies. The method should be conditioned700

upon the POI for the numerator, but not the denominator. Currently, we701

are not sure how best to achieve this. and is consequently the next challenge702

to pursue. Fortunately, any set of data, can be plugged into the existing703

ALTRaP program, no matter how derived, hence this will facilitate future704

studies.705

14.3. Data limitations: problem of rare observations706

We have provided a framework to interpret recovery of DNA from skin707

to skin contact where secondary/direct transfer is conditioned. This model708

is based upon a logistic regression of direct transfer data and relies upon709

the reasonable assumption that secondary transfer persistence and recovery710

follows the same decay curve. It is much easier to provide data for direct711

transfer studies because positive results are common within the first 12 hours712

of deposition. To construct such logistic regression curves, it is important713

to design experiments that cover a sufficient range of time so that a spread714

of data are achieved. At 24hrs, observation of positive data is problematic715

because probabilities of DNA recovery are low and sample sizes are relatively716

small - this is ameliorated by the logistic regression line which is in part717

predicated by data observations < 12hrs. The projection of the line can718

continue beyond 24hrs, but the variance increases.719

Early methods e.g. Ladd et al [24] failed to detect any secondary trans-720

fer, multiplexes were not as efficient as those currently utilised. Even with721

modern multiplexes, the event of secondary transfer is poorly characterised.722

Consequently, recovery of DNA following secondary transfer is comparatively723

uncommon - probabilities are typically Pr < 0.01, which means that large724

sample sizes are required in order to assign probabilities. To maximise the725
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number of observations, we carried out data analysis where the time dif-726

ference between deposition and sampling was 1hr or less. The point corre-727

sponding to the position on the direct transfer logistic regression curve was728

assigned by calculation of an offset value (fx) and adjusted so that h = 0729

(Fig. 3).730

14.4. Modelling multiple contacts with ALTRaP731

The framework provided here allows for multiple direct and secondary732

transfer events and includes simulation of cohabitation (Fig. 4). In casework,733

it may be difficult to inform the number and kinds of contacts, hence sensitiv-734

ity analysis of a range of reasonable options may be called for [1, 13]. In order735

to carry out the analysis, the program ALTRaP (Activity Level Transfer, Re-736

covery and Persistence) was written in R-code which is open-source and freely737

available at: https://activitylevel.shinyapps.io/shinyaltrap/. The738

source code and user manual can be accessed at: https://sites.google.739

com/view/altrap/home, along with the raw data of direct and secondary740

transfer used to create the tables and figures in this paper. ALTraP provides741

a basis to compare independently prepared data in order to facilitate com-742

parative studies, as well as promoting a standardised analytical framework.743

14.5. Reporting activity level propositions744

As Champod [25] points out: the landscape is complicated and there are745

two important questions:746

1. Is it the role of the scientist to offer guidance as to the probability of747

the DNA findings given various transfer mechanisms put forward by748

the parties depending on the case circumstances?749

2. Can a forensic scientist robustly assess the probability of the DNA find-750

ings given alleged transfer scenarios in the current state of knowledge?751

There is a strong support for view (1) in the ISFG DNA commission docu-752

ments [1, 26]. In order to provide a ’robust’ assessment of the evidence, this753

requires the formulation of probabilities that must be input into a statistical754

framework that takes full account of the case circumstances from both the755

prosecution and defence perspective.756

There will always be uncertainty relating to case-circumstances. This is757

why it is necessary to carry out exploratory analysis of reasonable assump-758

tions that are put forward by the defence and prosecution cases. In the759

absence of complete information, the scientist can carry out exploratory and760
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sensitivity analysis to discover the effect on the likelihood ratio of varying761

those parameters believed to be relevant to the case.762

Once candidate model(s) are decided, then the issue remains about how to763

report the findings in accordance with Champod’s second requirement which764

asks whether findings can be robustly reported? In their ’position paper’,765

Taylor et al [13] define robustness as: ”our evaluation will be considered766

robust, if the system, informed by a different set of experiments, leads to767

similar LR values.” and ”Sensitivity analysis is achieved by simulating cases768

under a range of datasets and exploring the impact of this on the output.”769

This theme was further explored by Samie et al. [27] who used simulation770

to determine those parameters that are most sensitive to data paucity, and771

require focused research effort.772

There are two different aspects to sensitivity tests: first is the effect on773

the likelihood ratio when different parameters are chosen e.g. number of n774

contacts per hour. The second aspect addresses the variability of the LRa775

once n, Th, Sh are fixed.776

Here we used Bayesian logistic regression analysis to analyse the data.777

Each test results in 4000 pairs of data-dependant simulated coefficients that778

are used by the logistic function in order to generate likelihood ratios. By779

way of example, Fig. 6 is generated from the Th=6, Sh=18, n = 1 plot shown in780

Table 4. For each value of logistic regression decision threshold x, a density781

(violin) plot is shown. Superimposed in green, is a box-whiskers plot, and782

behind, the blue rectangle delimits 0.05 and 0.95 percentiles, whereas the red783

rectangle delimits 0.025 and 0.975 percentiles. This plot was generated by784

the ALTRaP (tables can also be generated).785

14.6. Calculating a plausible range of probabilities of secondary transfer from786

small datasets787

In section 6.3 the issue of small datasets was highlighted in association788

with the assignment of probabilities of secondary transfer. Data collected789

from zero - 1 hour after the transfer experiment, were subject to bootstrap-790

ping [28] in order to generate 1000 new randomised sets of samples. For each791

dataset, new Pareto distribution parameters were calculated, and Pr(S|x)792

was determined as describe in section 8. Quantiles were calculated ranging793

between 0.5-0.99 (Table 6). Finally, for given values of x, n, ALTRaP can794

be used to display the variance of likelihood ratios based upon a plausible795

range of Pr(S) values from the bootstrap experiments. Fig. 7 uses the same796

parameters as those used to generate Fig. 6, and illustrates quantile plots for797
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Figure 6: A total of 4000 log10LRas, per value of x, simulated from logistic regression
coefficients using Th=6, Sh=18, n = 1. For each value of logistic regression decision thresh-
old x, a density (violin) plot is shown in white. Superimposed is a box-whiskers plot in
green, and behind, the blue rectangle delimits 0.05 and 0.95 percentiles, whereas the red
rectangle delimits 0.025 and 0.975 percentiles.

x = 3, n = 1. With this example, the plausible range of Pr(S) = 0.05− 0.12798

is defined by 0.5-0.99 quantiles. This has only a small effect on the median799

log10LRa which drops from 2.5 - 2.1. In conclusion, the impact of small data-800

sets and low positive observations, can be assessed by sensitivity analysis and801

is therefore not a limitation.802

14.7. Sensitivity analysis of background DNA803

Background is defined in section 3.2 as: ”DNA present from unknown804

sources and unknown activities”. The likelihood ratio eq. 2 is calculated with805

one or more unknown contributors in the numerator and denominator. In our806

study we used a level of Pr(B) = 0.36 throughout. This was an average taken807

across direct and secondary transfer experiments. If the data were analysed808

separately, the probabilities were Pr(B)= 0.25 and 0.59 respectively. To809

examine the sensitivity of the LR to the background parameter, a range of810

probabilities were input into ALTRaP and the results are shown in Table 7.811
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Quantile
x 0.50 0.75 0.975 0.99

1 0.164 0.203 0.269 0.292
2 0.089 0.112 0.161 0.186
3 0.052 0.065 0.105 0.124
4 0.032 0.040 0.070 0.089
6 0.014 0.017 0.034 0.046
8 0.007 0.009 0.023 0.028

Table 6: Summary statistics from 1000 bootstraps of the secondary transfer data (h = 0
and 1 hours combined), The plausible range is represented by the 0.5 - 0.99 quantiles. x
is the logistic regression decision threshold

Background has no effect on the LRa for the ’POI only’ result. The ’POI812

and unknown(s)’ LRa is always lower, but as the Pr(B) increases, so does813

the LRa. The biggest effect on the LRa is the detection of background814

DNA itself. The overall effect of the level of background on the LRa is815

small. Background levels on skin recorded by other authors are quite high816

e.g. [2], their Fig. 1, where > 10 non-self alleles are found in > 50% of817

their experiments. Graham et al. [29] recorded 23% from necks of simulated818

strangulated victims and 31.6% from children [30] (note that these studies819

were carried out several years ago with less sensitive multiplexes). These820

findings support a proposition that background levels of DNA are relatively821

high on skin.822

14.8. Reporting the evidence at activity level823

In the worked examples (sections 11 and 12), we stressed the importance824

that the evidence at sub-source level was accepted by the court, otherwise825

it cannot be evaluated at the activity level. It is the responsibility of the826

scientist to make this clear in his/her report by including a statement along827

the lines outlined by the ISFG DNA Commission [26]:828

829

“Assuming it is accepted by all parties that the origin of the DNA is Mr830

X, the probability of recovering DNA on this item, with the observed relative831

quantity/quality, given that the person performed the alleged activity is. . . ”.832

833

The scientist provides the information and the caveats. There is reliance834

placed upon the lawyers and the judiciary to ensure that the necessary steps835
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Figure 7: A total of 4000 log10LRas simulated from logistic regression coefficients using
Th=6, Sh=18, n = 1, x = 3. The quantiles of Pr(S) shown on the y−axis are based
upon analysis of 1000 bootstraps of the secondary transfer data (h = 0, 1). For each
value of logistic regression decision threshold (x), a density (violin) plot is shown in white.
Superimposed is a box-whiskers plot in green, and behind, the blue rectangle delimits 0.05
and 0.95 quantiles, whereas the red rectangle delimits 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles.

are followed to establish that agreement does indeed exist between the rele-836

vant parties on ”the origin of the DNA”. An informative example where the837

procedure was properly followed is provided by an appeal court of England838

and Wales, Regina v. Weller [31], where in the judgement it was stated:839

840

“It therefore was common ground at the trial and on this appeal that the841

DNA had come from Emma.”842

843

As the source of the DNA was not contested, the court moved on to dis-844

cuss the next level in the hierarchy of propositions, i.e. the activity level. To845
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Direct
Secondary transfer

Probability of background
0.1 0.2 0.36 0.8 0.99

1.71 0.8 1.05 1.23 1.43 1.47
2.15 1.33 1.57 1.74 1.92 1.96
2.52 1.79 2.02 2.17 2.33 2.36
2.92 2.22 2.44 2.59 2.74 2.77
2.92 2.3 2.51 2.64 2.77 2.8
3.1 2.5 2.7 2.84 2.96 2.98

Table 7: Comparison of log10LRas where Sh=18, Th=6, varying probability of background
Pr(B). There is no effect when the ’POI only’ is recovered, along with prevalent DNA
from ’known’ individuals. The LR is always lower when background is present. The LRa
increases as Pr(B) increases.

reiterate Champod [25] ”the landscape is complicated”; it is pertinent to ask846

how the court may be helped without becoming impeded with details that847

may be difficult for the lay-person to understand? In England and Wales,848

a judge may direct scientists acting on behalf of the defence and prosecu-849

tion to prepare a joint statement that clearly states the areas of agreement850

and disagreement [32]. The advantage is that the debate between scientists851

becomes collaborative rather than combative. Once the common ground is852

made clear, the court is able to focus energy on any disagreements that may853

exist. In support, a view eloquently put by the appeal court of England and854

Wales, Regina v. Weller is as follows:855

856

”It is, we think, becoming increasingly common for there to be little dispute857

in the majority of cases as to whether the DNA is the DNA of a particular858

person, although that may be in issue where quantities are very small or the859

amount obtained has been difficult in analysis or there are mixed profiles. But860

where, as in this case, that is clear, it is essential that this issue is put before861

the jury as admitted and agreed expert evidence. It makes the task of the jury862

so much easier if they do not have to plough through and listen to evidence863

that is simply not in dispute. It enables the jury to perform its essential864

function of assessing, where it is agreed that there is a sufficient scientific865

basis for expert evidence to be given, what is in fact in issue without being866

troubled by matters that are not.”867
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868

Indeed, the dangers of not following such an approach are manifestly il-869

lustrated by a remarkable case that illustrates the dangers of inadequate rep-870

resentation at activity level. From the appeal court of England and Wales,871

Queen v. William Francis Jones [33]: a DNA profile was found on the pin of872

a hand-grenade and a statement was provided at the original trial:873

874

”the conclusion was that the mixed DNA result was 1 billion times more875

likely if the DNA came from the appellant and two unknown and unrelated876

persons”.877

878

This evidence was sufficient for conviction. However, at appeal, the ex-879

perts were directed by the judge to prepare a joint statement. There was880

agreement about the value of the evidence at sub-source level, but at the881

original trial, the activity level had not been properly addressed. It was882

agreed that this had been a serious omission. If a jury is told that the883

sub-source evidence is an impressive LR=1bn, in the absence of subsequent884

discussion about the limitations of the evidence, then it is highly likely to885

result in a wrongful conviction.886

Because of lack of data or a model, the experts were unable to help the887

court assess the probabilistic value of the evidence at activity level. Conse-888

quently, the conviction was overturned. The court-ruling is available at [33]889

and details are paraphrased in supplement S6.890

In a wider context, this case shows is that our current state of knowledge891

to provide probabilistic solutions to the questions posed by typical case-892

circumstances is limited. Once models are developed and the necessary data893

generated, then they become ideal platforms to facilitate constructive debate894

between the defence and prosecution scientists within a collaborative frame-895

work. Different kinds of transfer, persistence and recovery events may be896

modelled. hence the procedure becomes exploratory. Not only do defence897

and prosecution scientists need training to carry out evaluation at activity898

level, thereby creating a level playing field, but the court environment also899

needs to be fit for purpose to allow constructive debate to occur [34].900

14.9. Reporting the likelihood ratio901

The question remains how to report the evidence? Either a range of LRas902

could be reported or some lower limit corresponding to to a percentile (e.g.903

0.025). Alternatively a median could be used. For example, for x = 3 in904
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Fig. 6, the range of LRa defined by 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles is approxi-905

mately 60-3000 with the median at 400. The range of LRas values gives906

assurance that the assessment is robust because it is within ’acceptable’ lim-907

its (the scientist decides what is ’acceptable’: for a comparison, see Fig. 10908

of Taylor et al [13]). The reader will note that in this paper we have used909

single LRa values (medians based on the posterior distribution of logistic910

regression coefficients) throughout, per experiment. This practice accords911

with the recommendations of Taylor et al. [13] who state: ”This single value912

(generally an order of magnitude will suffice) takes into account the data913

and the knowledge that we have: it encapsulates all our uncertainty.” Also914

see Taroni et al. [35] for further compelling arguments related to reporting a915

single value.916

During a review of an earlier transcript of this paper, a referee wrote:917

918

”I have always subscribed to the Taroni view - a single order of magnitude919

is what should be reported. But perhaps we could do more to assist the scien-920

tist here. For example, in case A the median is 400 and the 95 interquantile921

range is 60-3000; in case B the median is 400 and the interquantile range922

is 500-700. Does the scientist report exactly the same in both cases? Some923

assistance in the form of a facility to integrate over a meaningful distribution924

would seem desirable.”925

926

Probabilities are personal (ENFSI Guideline,note 3 [12]) and Biedermann927

et al. [36].The ENFSI guideline also emphasises the need for transparency928

- the practitioner must disclose the source of the data and software used to929

make inferences so that it is open to challenge. The advantage of ALTRaP930

is that it provides a framework to promote discussion - either new data or931

new parameters can be explored to determine the effect upon the LRa. This932

is particularly useful when the experimental data-size is limited. The plots933

illustrated in Fig. 6 should also be made available for disclosure. It is neither934

realistic nor necessary for models to be ’perfect’. Over time, as new infor-935

mation is gained, models will evolve to take account. For example, shedder936

status will doubtless have an effect on the results, but here it is not currently937

modelled. All models are based upon existing knowledge. Improvements take938

account of more information, and the new model is preferred as a result, but939

this does not negate earlier results based upon fewer assumptions.940

Finally, we note that there is a paucity of data in the literature. Studies941

would be greatly facilitated if datasets were readily available to the commu-942
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nity, along with standardised methods of experimental design and analysis943

[34]. This is important because the issue of reproducibility of data-collections944

needs to be addressed. Similar pleas have also been made by Meakin and945

Jamieson [37]. Gosch and Courts argue that: ”available literature lacks qual-946

ity and systemization”.947

14.10. Inter-laboratory comparisons948

It would be possible to make comparisons with different multiplexes us-949

ing different populations. To carry out inter-laboratory comparisons, data950

can be rescaled in order to be directly comparable with the results of this951

study. To do this, the laboratory should calculate the average sub-source952

likelihood ratio for full profiles of the multiplex, population with Fst. Cal-953

culate the rescaling factor q/z where q is the average LRφ of Fusion 6C954

multiplex and Norwegian frequency database, and z is the average LRφ of955

the new multiplex/population database/Fst under investigation. Each indi-956

vidual (i) sub-source LRφ must be multiplied by the rescaling factor before957

carrying out logistic regression analysis. Using logs: log10LRφq = 32.8; hence958

log10LRφrescaled = log10LRφi + 32.8− log10LRφz959

14.11. An outline of future plans: introduction into casework960

The intention is to develop new Bayesian Networks to address different961

activity level problems, ultimately providing a suite of programs. Before962

introducing into casework three steps are required:963

1. More work is required to compare different methods of data presenta-964

tion as outlined in section 14.2.965

2. Collaboration between laboratories to generate sets of open-access data966

will enable comparative studies (we note that there is a lot of interest967

in the community for inter-laboratory exercises).968

3. Users will need to be trained in both theory and practice.969

ALTRaP is designed to be very easy to use, since no knowledge of com-970

puting is needed. It is very useful for training and demonstration purposes.971

15. Conclusion972

The most important effect on the likelihood ratio is time-dependancy of973

the probability of recovery of DNA following its transfer and persistence.974
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When DNA is initially applied to a surface, it will dissipate or degrade, until975

a point is reached where it cannot be detected. The process is continuous.976

Over time, DNA is dissipated by activities such as rubbing against surfaces,977

or washing. We call this ’DNA decay’. Previous modelling of DNA decay978

has been discrete: e.g. Bowman et al [2] model transfer at 0, 3, 24hr. In979

contrast, our experimental design involved collection of data from multiple980

time points up to 24hr, so that a continuous logistic regression model could981

be applied to model the decay of DNA over time.982

Secondary transfer is more difficult to model because it tends to be a rare983

event, particularly if the time period in question is lengthy. Our solution to984

this was to assign the probability of secondary transfer at time zero (using a985

Pareto distribution), followed by determination of the corresponding position986

on the direct DNA logistic regression. The advantage is that the curve of987

single logistic regression can describe both direct and secondary transfer for988

a given value of x.989

We have used the sub-source likelihood ratio in all our modelling. In the990

context of activity level, previous authors have investigate DNA concentra-991

tion and mixture proportion [38], and/or the number of alleles present in992

the sample attributed to the POI. Probabilistic genotyping also incorporates993

mixture proportion, DNA concentration (in the form of peak height) and994

alleles into a sophisticated model that generates the sub-source likelihood995

ratio (see deliberations at section 14.2).996

Finally, if activity level propositions are to become widespread prac-997

tice, user friendly models need to become available. Here we have pro-998

vided such a model (ALTRaP); the program can be accessed from: https:999

//activitylevel.shinyapps.io/shinyaltrap/ and opens in the browser1000

window; the source-code for the R-environment, and user manual is available1001

at https://sites.google.com/view/altrap/ and https://github.com/1002

peterdgill/altrap. The Bayesian network is generalised, meaning that it1003

can be used to describe many different kinds of events where secondary and1004

direct transfer on skin surfaces are of interest; examples are provided in sec-1005

tion 11.1006

1007

To summarise:1008

1. The experimental design can be both simplified and standardised. We1009

modelled direct transfer with a total of 88 samples. Determination of1010

probability of secondary transfer at time zero was achieved with 231011
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samples.1012

2. The output of the sub-source LRφ was modelled to produce the activity1013

level LRa1014

3. The model is simplified because it utilises a single logistic regression1015

curve (dependant upon the value of LRφ) for all subsequent calcula-1016

tions.1017

4. The model forms the basis of ALTRaP, a user friendly program that1018

has been generalised, and is intended to act as a bridge to encourage1019

the evaluation of activity level evidence in court1020

5. Our experimental design is simplified, and precisely described so that it1021

may be standardised. It is coupled with a method of analysis that can1022

be easily adapted to incorporate different sets of data. Consequently,1023

this approach will facilitate inter-laboratory comparisons. Those inter-1024

ested in collaboration should contact the authors as we are happy to1025

make necessary changes to ALTRaP to improve its functionality.1026

6. To report, the median likelihood ratio should be used. Case-specific1027

sensitivity analysis can be carried out with ALTRaP, to model param-1028

eter uncertainty, using quantiles.1029

7. The method is limited only to those cases where the prosecution propo-1030

sition at sub-source level is understood to be true by the court. It1031

cannot be used otherwise.1032
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Supplementary material1173

S1. Derivation of formulae utilised in Bayesian Network1174

S1.1. Outline of the Bayesian Network1175

An outline of the generalised Bayesian Network is shown (Fig. S1, based1176

upon Gill et al. [1], supplement 1, where a detailed explanation can be found1177

for further details.

Figure S1: Generalised Bayesian Network used to evaluate the DNA results programmed
into ALTRaP, given the activity level propositions summarising prosecution and defence’s
view of events. Nodes have been coloured so that black represents propositions, blue
represents the sub-activities: social contact is modelled as common ground (Pr = 1 for
both Hp and Hd); ”X assaulted Y” is proposed by Hp (Pr = 1); ”AO assaulted Y” is
proposed by Hd (Pr = 1). Yellow represents transfer and accumulation probabilities, grey
represents a background node and red represents the results node. First layer of yellow
nodes employ the word ‘transfer’ in a broad sense – fully written: “. . . transfer from X,
persistence and recovery from Y. . . .”

1178
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S1.2. Probability of recovery of DNA from an unknown contributor (Hd)1179

Conditioning that DNA is recovered from an unknown contributor(Ud) is1180

present under Hd, this could come either from an unknown assailant or as a1181

result of background (from one or more contributors) or both:1182

Pr(Ud) = t′b+ t′(1− b) + b(1− t′) = t′ + b(1− t′) (S1)

Where t′ is the probability of direct transfer, persistence and recovery1183

from an unknown assailant and b is the probability of detecting background1184

(always defined as DNA from unknown contributors); Pr(Ud) is the combined1185

probability of recovering unknown DNA. Under Hp, t is the probability of1186

transfer, persistence and recovery of DNA from the POI. There is no al-1187

ternative assailant, hence the source of an unknown(s) can only come from1188

background, hence Pr(Up) = b (b is common to Hp and Hd). We introduce1189

parameter s (common to Hp and Hd) as the probability of secondary transfer,1190

persistence and recovery.1191

Under Hp, The probability of obtaining a DNA profile (E) only con-1192

tributed by the POI, after direct transfer, with no background becomes:1193

Pr(E|Hp) = (s(1− t) + t)× (1− b) (S2)

The probability of obtaining a DNA profile (E) contributed by the POI, with1194

background from one or more unknowns:1195

Pr(E|Hp) = (s(1− t) + t)× b (S3)

Under Hd, direct transfer has not occurred from the POI, hence the prob-1196

ability of obtaining a DNA profile (E) only contributed by the POI, after1197

secondary transfer, with no background becomes:1198

Pr(E|Hd) = s(1− Pr(Ud)) (S4)

The probability of obtaining a DNA profile (E) contributed by the POI, with1199

background from one or more unknowns:1200

Pr(E|Hd) = s× Pr(Ud) (S5)
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S1.3. ’POI only’ is observed1201

Note that prevalent DNA i.e from the ’victim’ is usually present but this1202

does not affect the calculation.1203

Under Hp, there was no alternative assailant and there is no background,1204

hence Pr(no background) = 1 − b. Under Hd, the POI is innocent as there1205

is an alternative assailant - hence the absence of an unknown contributor1206

is because of concurrent no background transfer and no assailant transfer1207

Pr = 1− Ud1208

LRa =
(s(1− t) + t)× (1− b)
s× (1− Pr(Ud))

(S6)

S1.4. ’POI and unknown’ is observed1209

Presence of prevalent DNA does not affect the calculation.1210

If unknown contributors are present then this can only occur from back-1211

ground under Hp with probability b and from either background and/or an1212

unknown assailant under Hd with probability s× Pr(UHd
)1213

LRa =
(s(1− t) + t)× b
s× Pr(Ud)

(S7)

S2. Derivation of formulae for computing purposes1214

A flexible program: Activity Level, Transfer, Recovery and Persistence1215

(ALTRaP) was prepared using simple rule-sets. These are outlined in Ta-1216

ble S1.1217

The results listed in the first column are all possible outcomes, but their1218

explanations are different under Hp and Hd. Under Hp, if DNA from the1219

POI, is recovered, then it must have arisen either by direct transfer with1220

probability (t) and/or by secondary transfer with probability (s), along with1221

background (b) from one or more unknown contributors. Under Hd, the POI1222

is innocent and this can only be explained by secondary transfer (s); instead,1223

an unknown perpetrator was responsible for the direct transfer event and1224

his/her DNA was not recovered with probability (1− t′). Background DNA1225

will also result in the presence of DNA from unknown contributor(s). Under1226

both Hp and Hd, probability parameter b is in common. The complementary1227

probabilities are:1228

1. No secondary transfer: 1− s1229

2. No direct transfer from POI: 1− t, or from unknown assailant: 1− t′1230
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3. No background DNA: 1− b1231

The first step is to assign the events of S, T, T ′, B in terms of ’at least one1232

observation’ or as ’no observations’ to each row of the table, If an event is1233

impossible e.g. if DNA from ’POI only’ is recovered, then background DNA1234

is absent and is assigned a probability of ’no observation’ 1 − b, and as the1235

complement, the probability of ’one or more observations’ (1 − (1 − b) = b)1236

cannot occur, it is marked 7 and takes no part in the calculation.1237

The second step is to combine the probabilities. Where events can happen1238

either separately or together, they are binomially distributed, indicated by1239

grey background in table S1. For example, in the row: Hp ’POI only’, either1240

secondary and or direct transfer is responsible for the observation of the1241

POI. The probability of event-success leading to ’one or more observations’1242

is 1−((1−pa)×(1−pb)...), whereas the probability of ’no observations’ is just1243

(1−pa)(1−pb)... The products of each row are built from the probabilities of1244

three elements: observations from a single event e.g. with probability b, one1245

or more binomially distributed success-events from two or more parameters1246

(1 − (1 − b)(1 − t)), or unobserved events (1 − b). Likelihood ratios are1247

calculated from the resultant Hp and Hd probabilities.1248

S2.1. Extension1249

Identical results will be obtained with a formal Bayesian network (BN)1250

such as Hugin, and this has the advantage of avoiding the need to derive for-1251

mulae. However, with ALTRaP, 4000 different activity level likelihood ratios1252

are simulated per experiment. Although this could be achieved computation-1253

ally using an existing software like RHugin [39], chapter 3, it is much faster to1254

use coded formulae. It is also an efficient way to expand the BN if more events1255

are to be considered. For example, for the ’POI only’ category, we may pro-1256

pose two secondary transfer events at different times (S1, S2) and a single in-1257

nocent direct transfer event (T2) in addition to the crime-related direct trans-1258

fer (T1). The probabilities under Hp of one or more binomially distributed1259

success-events and can be calculated as: 1− ((1− s1)(1− s2)(1− t1)(1− t2)),1260

where (1− s1).... is the probability of no event.1261

If the POI’s DNA profile is observed, it is not possible to determine1262

which event(s) were responsible as their respective results are indistinguish-1263

able. Consequently, with the above example, we estimate the probability of1264

at least one event-success from the two secondary and two direct transfer1265

opportunities. Because the calculation is repetitive, it is easy to program1266

any number of direct and secondary transfers.1267
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Hp Pr (At least one event-success) Pr(No event-success)

Events S T B S T B Product
POI only s t 7 7 7 1− b (1− ((1− s)(1− t)))(1− b)

POI and U s t b 7 7 7 (1− ((1− s)(1− t))b)
U only 7 7 b 1− s 1− t 7 (1− s)(1− t)b
none 7 7 7 1− s 1− t 1− b (1− s)(1− t)(1− b)
Hd Pr (At least one event-success) Pr(No event-success)

Events S T ′ B S T ′ B Product
POI only s 7 7 7 1− t′ 1− b s(1− t′)(1− b)

POI and U s t′ b 7 7 7 s(1− ((1− t′)(1− b)))
U only 7 t′ b 1− s 7 7 (1− ((1− t′)(1− b)))(1− s)
none 7 7 7 1− s 1− t′ 1− b (1− s)(1− t′)(1− b)

Table S1: Derivation of formulae used to calculate likelihood ratios. Where the outcome is
explained by event-successes eg. S or T , or no event-success is indicated by S and T in red-
type. There are three assignments per row along with three impossible assignments marked
with 7. Products are calculated using binomial expressions wherever the explanation of
an observation could be from two or more events where ’one or more event-successes’ is
required. Binomial expressions have grey background and the parameters differ between
Hp and Hd

S3. Pareto distribution fitting to secondary transfer data1268

The proportion of data (k) where log10LRφ > 0.1, were excluded from the1269

initial distribution fitting (fig S2) and proportion (k) = 0.67. This greatly im-1270

proved the fit without affecting probabilistic calculations of Pr(log10LRφ ≥1271

x), since the logistic regression decision threshold x is always greater than or1272

equal to one. The calculation has to be rescaled with respect to the propor-1273

tion k:1274

Pr(log10LRφ ≥ x) = (1− k)

(
β

β + x

)α
(S8)

Parameters were calculated as: α = 4.43, β = 5.78. Data from h ∈ 0, 11275

were combined, hence the mean value h = 0.5 was estimated.1276

For example, the probability, Pr(S|h = 0.5, x = 3) = 0.05 from eq S8.1277

The corresponding value predicted by logistic regression of secondary transfer1278

data is Pr(S|h = 0.5, x = 3) = 0.085 (fig. S3).1279

The exponential distribution (λ = 0.598) returned similar results to1280

Pareto (table S2).1281
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Figure S2: Pareto distribution analysis using ’fitdistrplus’, for DNA recovery following
secondary transfer at times T |h = 0, 1, before rescaling with k = 0.67
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Pr(log10LR > x
x Exponential Pareto
1 0.183 0.163
2 0.101 0.088
3 0.055 0.052
4 0.030 0.032
6 0.009 0.014
8 0.003 0.007

Table S2: Comparison of Exponential vs. Pareto distributions of probability of secondary
transfer (combination of h=0 and 1 data), relative to the logistic regression decision thresh-
old (x).

S4. Bayesian Logistic regression1282

The package rstanarm was used to prepare logistic regression models for1283

a series of threshold values (x between 1 − 10). Default priors chosen were1284

weakly informative (Intercept and Time coefficients were modelled as: nor-1285

mal(location=0, scale (SD)=2.5)).1286

In R, the model is generated by the following command line:1287

1288

Model=stan_glm~Time,family=binomial(link="logit"),dat)1289

1290

Where ’dat’ is an array of the Time vs. log10LRφ data for a given thresh-1291

old value x.1292

For the output, 4000 randomly generated Intercept and Time coefficients1293

were generated (Table S3). These coefficients are determined by MCMC;1294

they define the shape of the logistic regression curve and are used to calculate1295

probabilities of s or t conditioned on the time difference between sampling1296

and deposition:1297

Pr(t) =
1

1 + e−(β0+β1h)
(S9)

where β0 and β1 are the Intercept and Time coefficients respectively.1298

These probabilities are input into the BN calculations described in sec-1299

tion S2, using the logistic function, and the median value is calculated (quan-1300

tiles can also be derived).1301
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Figure S3: Secondary transfer logistic regression
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Parameter Rhat n eff mean sd se mean 2.5% 25% 50% 75% 97.5%

log10LR > 1
(Intercept) 1.0000 2204 0.5762 0.3491 0.0074 -0.0907 0.3386 0.5690 0.8061 1.2737
Time 1.0005 1707 -0.1516 0.0448 0.0011 -0.2457 -0.1794 -0.1490 -0.1211 -0.0695
log10LR > 2
(Intercept) 1.0009 2992 0.5091 0.3672 0.0067 -0.2144 0.2672 0.5084 0.7445 1.2434
Time 1.0006 1946 -0.1848 0.0493 0.0011 -0.2878 -0.2166 -0.1823 -0.1501 -0.0946
log10LR > 3
(Intercept) 1.0006 2498 0.4469 0.3632 0.0073 -0.2772 0.2043 0.4430 0.6913 1.1554
Time 1.0004 1654 -0.2165 0.0583 0.0014 -0.3413 -0.2546 -0.2120 -0.1767 -0.1102
log10LR > 4
(Intercept) 0.9996 2805 0.5164 0.3711 0.0070 -0.2118 0.2674 0.5075 0.7484 1.2591
Time 1.0036 1341 -0.2460 0.0645 0.0018 -0.3863 -0.2858 -0.2431 -0.1999 -0.1327
log10LR > 5
(Intercept) 1.0013 2242 0.0846 0.3723 0.0079 -0.6432 -0.1647 0.0783 0.3249 0.8305
Time 1.0016 1323 -0.2117 0.0641 0.0018 -0.3455 -0.2536 -0.2084 -0.1669 -0.0982
log10LR > 6
(Intercept) 0.9998 2415 -0.0500 0.3713 0.0076 -0.7771 -0.2984 -0.0517 0.1995 0.6803
Time 1.0030 1528 -0.1978 0.0592 0.0015 -0.3233 -0.2359 -0.1951 -0.1550 -0.0934
log10LR > 8
(Intercept) 0.9998 2415 -0.0500 0.3713 0.0076 -0.7771 -0.2984 -0.0517 0.1995 0.6803
Time 1.0030 1528 -0.1978 0.0592 0.0015 -0.3233 -0.2359 -0.1951 -0.1550 -0.0934

Table S3: Summary statistics of Direct transfer Bayesian logistic regression statistics
generated from 4000 simulations per test. For each decision threshold x, there are two
coefficients (Intercept and Time) that are used to generate the curves in 2. Summary
statistics Rhat, n eff are discussed in S4.1. Quantiles for each coefficient are also listed

S4.1. Summary statistics1302

1. n eff is an estimate of the effective number of independent draws from1303

the posterior distribution of the estimand of interest1304

2. Rhat: One way to monitor whether a chain has converged to the equi-1305

librium distribution is to compare its behavior to other randomly ini-1306

tialized chains. This is the motivation for the Gelman and Rubin po-1307

tential scale reduction statistic R̂. The Rŝtatistic measures the ratio1308

of the average variance of samples within each chain to the variance of1309

the pooled samples across chains; if all chains are at equilibrium, these1310

will be the same and Rŵill be one. If the chains have not converged to1311

a common distribution, the Rŝtatistic will be greater than one.1312

3. se mean: The standard error of the mean of the posterior draws (not1313

to be confused with the standard deviation of the posterior draws) is1314

the uncertainty associated with the Monte Carlo approximation. This1315

quantity approaches 0 as the sample size goes to infinity.1316

4. sd: The posterior standard deviation of the posterior draws1317
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5. The 2.5, 50 and 97.5 percentiles are shown1318

S5. Calculation of the offset value1319

The Pareto distribution defines probability of secondary transfer eq S8:1320

Pr(log10LRφ ≥ x) = (1− k)

(
β

β + x

)α
(S10)

The probability of direct transfer is defined by the logistic regression in1321

eq S9:1322

Pr(T ) =
1

1 + e−(β0+β1h)
(S11)

where β0 and β1 are the Intercept and Time coefficients respectively.1323

We seek to find (from eq: 5):1324

Pr(Th=fx|x) = Pr(Sh=0|x) (S12)

Where fx is the offset value, which we need to determine from the follow-1325

ing expression:1326

1

1 + e−(β0+β1fx)
= (1− k)

(
β

β + x

)α
(S13)

By rearrangement, to calculate fx:1327

fx =
1

β1
(log(1− k)− α log

(
β + x

β

)
− β0) (S14)

This expression is encoded into ALTRaP and is used to determine the1328

offset value for each of the 4000 simulations per value of x.1329

Note that for the Pr(S) sensitivity tab in ALTRaP, the value is deter-1330

mined by optimisation.1331

S6. The case of Queen v. William Francis Jones1332

From the court of England and Wales, Queen v. William Francis Jones,1333

the defendant’s conviction was quashed [33]. In this case a DNA profile was1334

found on the pin of a hand-grenade and a statement was provided at trial:1335

”the conclusion was that the mixed DNA result was 1 billion times more likely1336
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if the DNA came from the appellant and two unknown and unrelated persons”.1337

1338

At the original trial this evidence was sufficient for conviction.1339

At appeal, the defence accepted the prosecution’s sub-source proposition:1340

1341

”that there could not be a realistic challenge to the inference that the DNA1342

sample obtained from the firing pin came from his client”.1343

1344

The next step was to consider the evidence at activity level, noting that1345

this aspect had not been adequately dealt with at the original trial.1346

The court of appeal directed two experts representing the prosecution and1347

defence to prepare a joint statement (for details of the rules see the Forensic1348

Science Regulator Codes of Practice and Conduct [32]). It is important the1349

courts provide a framework for experts to be able to debate and to be able to1350

agree their common ground outside the court-room. The procedure becomes1351

collaborative, rather than combative. Once the joint report is written, the1352

areas of agreement are clear and areas of disagreement can be explored further1353

if required.1354

In this case, the experts had no disagreements and wrote:1355

1356

”The statistical evaluation provided addresses only whether an individual1357

could be a possible donor of DNA and does not address the mechanism by1358

which any DNA was deposited, the time at which it may have been deposited,1359

or the order in which different contributions of DNA were deposited.. . . .1360

1361

If it were to be accepted that the DNA from William Jones is present on1362

the safety pin, then the DNA result alone does not assist in determining: (a)1363

whether William Jones was the last person to touch the safety pin before it1364

was recovered; (b) how long ago the DNA from William Jones was deposited1365

on the safety pin; (c) the mechanism by which the DNA from William Jones1366

was deposited on the safety pin, including whether it was left directly (pri-1367

mary transfer) or indirectly via an intermediary (secondary transfer)”1368

1369

On the basis of the expert’s report the conviction was quashed. In the1370

absence of data or a model to assist the analysis of the evidence at activity1371

level, the scientists were unable to help the court with further with their1372

deliberations. The limitations of evidence at sub-source level were made1373

clear. Consequently, the conviction was quashed.1374
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This case is a vivid reminder of the dangers of not alerting the court to the1375

limitations of sub-source level reporting. Lack of education of experts, judges1376

and lawyers, along with an unfavourable ’combative’ court environment are1377

all barriers to proper exposition of the evidence.1378
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